Abstract This paper addresses the problem of scheduling a Markovian multiclass queue with a finite dedicated buffer for each class, where class-dependent linear holding and rejection cost rates model differing levels of tolerance to delay and loss. The goal is to design well-grounded and tractable scheduling policies that nearly minimize expected total discounted or long-run average cost. New dynamic index policies are introduced, awarding higher priority to classes with larger index values, where a class' index measures the marginal productivity of work at its current state. The results are obtained by deploying the work-cost analysis approach to marginal productivity indices (MPIs) for restless bandits developed by the author, which is extended to the bias criterion. The MPI furnishes new insights: for a loss-sensitive class, it is a decreasing function of the number of empty buffer spaces, independent of the buffer size; for a delay-sensitive class, it is a decreasing function of the queue length. Such opposite orderings show that preventive work is more valuable than reactive work for the latter classes, whereas the opposite holds for the former. The results of a computational study on two-class instances are reported, shedding light on how the MPI policy's relative performance varies with each parameter. Parameter ranges are thus identified where the MPI policy is near optimal, and substantially outperforms conventional benchmark policies.
Introduction
This paper addresses the dynamic scheduling problem for a Markovian multiclass queue with a finite dedicated buffer for each class. A single server caters to a constituency of job classes k ∈ K {1, . . . , K }. Class k jobs, which are held in a finite buffer of size 1 ≤ n k < ∞, arrive as a Poisson stream with rate λ k , and their service times are exponentially distributed with rate μ k . Interarrival and service times within and across classes are mutually independent. When a job arrives, it joins its class' queue if the latter's buffer is not full, and is otherwise lost. We denote by L k (t) the number of class k jobs in the system (waiting or in service) at time t ≥ 0.
The system controller chooses a nonempty class, if any, to be serviced at each job arrival or departure epoch -we assume, without loss of generality, that jobs within a class are served in FIFO order. Such choices are represented by binary action processes a k (t), where a k (t) = 1 if the server works on class k at time t, and a k (t) = 0 otherwise. The system thus satisfies the sample-path service-capacity constraint k∈K a k (t) ≤ 1, t ≥ 0.
(
The system is controlled by adoption of a scheduling policy π, drawn from the space of admissible policies, which are history-dependent randomized, satisfy (1) , and allow preemptions.
The system incurs linear holding and/or rejection costs separably across classes. Class k incurs holding costs at rate c k ≥ 0 per unit time per job in the system, along with rejection costs at rate r k ≥ 0 per job lost, with c k + r k > 0.
The operation of such a system raises the following problems: (i) find a discount-optimal policy,
for a given discount rate α > 0; and (ii) find an averageoptimal policy, min π∈ lim sup
Given the computational intractability of problems (2) and (3), we will not seek to elucidate their optimal policies. Instead, our goal herein is to design, construct and test well-grounded, tractable and near-optimal heuristic policies. Such problems are relevant to a variety of applications. Thus, in a manufacturing system, they can model the problem of dynamic allocation of a flexible machine to multiple part types. In a communication network, they can model the problem of dynamic bandwidth allocation of a channel to multiple classes of packet-flow traffic in a multi-queue switch. The flexibility furnished by class-dependent holding and rejection cost rates and buffer sizes allows the modeller to incorporate differing relative sensitivities to delays and losses. Thus, traditional Internet traffic, e.g., e-mail, is primarily loss-sensitive, requiring relatively long buffers. In contrast, emerging Internet traffic, generated by interactive and multimedia applications, is primarily delay-sensitive, requiring shorter buffers.
Since such problems require the scheduler to dynamically assign priorities to competing activities vying for attention, it is both intuitively appealing and tractable to do so based on corresponding priority indices. Namely, one attaches to each class k an index ν k (i k ), which is a function of its state i k , and then allocates the server at each decision epoch to a nonempty class of currently largest index. This raises the issues of whether there are good, or even optimal, index policies, and, if so, how to design and construct them.
The early work on scheduling of multiclass queues, focusing on models under the assumption of infinite buffer space, established the optimality of static index policies in a variety of systems. The earliest result in such vein concerns the optimal scheduling of a multiclass M/G/1 queue to minimize average holding cost, which is achieved by the classic cμ rule (cf. Cox and Smith [2, pp. 77-87] ): serve at each decision epoch a nonempty class k attaining the largest value of index ν k c k μ k . See also, e.g., Niño-Mora [11] and the references therein.
More recent work, addressing finite-buffer models, has established the optimality of dynamic index policies in a limited range of systems, under strong symmetry assumptions. Sparaggis et al. [16] considered the pure loss-sensitive case c k ≡ 0, r k ≡ 1, λ k ≡ λ and μ k ≡ μ of (2), (3), while buffer sizes n k may be unequal. Drawing on an intuitive duality property established in that paper between routing and scheduling models with finite buffers, they showed that optimality of the shortest nonfull queue rule for the corresponding routing model (cf. Hordijk and Koole [5] ) implies optimality of its dual rule, which serves at each time a nonempty class with the fewest number of empty buffer spaces (FES rule). Such a result was extended in Wasserman and Bambos [17] to general service-time distributions. In earlier work, Milito and Levy [9] had established that, in a model for routing to two parallel queues to minimize the average starvation cost, optimal policies are characterized by a monotone switching curve. The duality property of Sparaggis et al. validates Milito and Levy's claim that their result implies optimality of a monotone nondecreasing switching curve for the two-class case c k ≡ 0, λ k ≡ λ and μ k ≡ μ of (2), where both buffer sizes n k and rejection costs r k may differ. Namely, if it is optimal to serve class 1 in state (i 1 , i 2 ) (joint queue length), then so is to serve it in state (i 1 + 1, i 2 ), and correspondingly for class 2.
Kim and Van Oyen [7] extended the latter result's scope by allowing positive holding costs, provided that αr k ≥ c k (4) for each of the two classes k. Condition (4) means that the cost of rejecting a customer (r k ) is greater than or equal to the total discounted cost of holding it forever in the system (c k /α). They further showed that, if (4) is violated, the optimal policy need not be given by a monotone nondecreasing switching curve. This paper introduces a novel approach to the design and construction of index policies for problems (2) , (3) , which draws on their formulation as restless bandit problems (RBPs). The RBP concerns the optimal dynamic scheduling of a collection of stochastic projects, modelled as restless bandits, i.e., binary-action (work/rest) Markov decision processes (MDPs) that can change state under either action, and at most one of which can be engaged at a time. While the classic case -where rested projects do not change stateis solved optimally by Gittins' [3] index policy, the restless case is, in general, intractable. Whittle [18] extended the index definition to restless bandits, and proposed to adopt the corresponding index policy for the RBP: work at each time on a project of currently largest index. Yet, he realized that such an index only exists for a limited class of restless bandits, which he termed indexable. In Niño-Mora [10, 12, 14] , the author has developed a work-cost analysis approach to restless bandit indices, including: the unifying concept of marginal productivity index (MPI); an economic characterization of indexable projects as those satisfying the law of diminishing marginal returns (to work), consistently with a nested family of policies; sufficient indexability conditions, based on satisfaction of partial conservation laws (PCLs); and an efficient, one-pass index algorithm, which applies to PCL-indexable projects. The MPI measures the state-dependent marginal value of work on a project. Hence, the heuristic MPI policy engages at each time a project where work appears to be more productive. In this paper we both draw on and extend such a theory to obtain new, MPI-based policies for (2), (3).
We next outline and discuss this paper's results. Our analyses lead us to consider the following -not mutually exclusive -types of traffic classes, relative to condition (4): we say that a class k is
Consider an α-discount loss-sensitive class k. We establish that it is PCL-indexable, and give an efficient recursion for calculating its discounted MPI ν α, * k (i k ) as a function of the number of empty buffer spaces i k , which performs only 3n k + O(1) multiplications and divisions. We further give a strong characterization of the MPI as an optimal marginal productivity rate relative to active-state sets. The MPI ν α, *
is decreasing in i k and does not depend on the buffer size, consistently both with the optimal FES rule in the symmetric case of Sparaggis et al. [16] , and with the monotone switching curve results of Milito and Levy [9] and Kim and Van Oyen [7] .
In the pure loss-sensitive case, we further consider the average criterion. As α vanishes, the discounted MPI ν α, * k (i k ) converges to the static index ν * k (i k ) ≡ r k μ k , thus yielding an r μ rule. This raises the issue of how to break ties when using the latter in a multiclass model, which we resolve by introducing the second-order MPI based on the MacLaurin series expansion ν α, *
where ρ k λ k /μ k . Thus, among classes with the same first-order MPI r k μ k , higher service priority is awarded to classes with smaller values of the second-order MPI γ * k (i k ). We remark that, in the case of classic (nonrestless) bandits, the analogous tie-breaking rule applied to the Gittins index has been proven in Katehakis and Rothblum [6] to give average-optimal policies for the multiarmed bandit problem.
For an α-discount delay-sensitive class, we establish PCLindexability and give a recursion for calculating the MPI ν α, * k (i k ), where now i k is the number of class k jobs in system, which performs only 6n k + O(1) multiplications and divisions. In what might appear at first sight to be a counterintuitive result, the MPI is decreasing in i k . Thus, in a multiclass system catering to such classes that is scheduled under the MPI policy, ceteris paribus, higher service priority is awarded to shorter queues. We will comment more on this below.
For a delay-sensitive class (c k > 0) it is of interest to obtain an index appropriate for the average criterion. Since any such class is α-discount delay-sensitive for small enough α, we deploy again a vanishing discount approach, obtaining that the MPI ν α, *
We further establish that such a limiting index is indeed an MPI, relative to a new type of indexability introduced in this paper. We term the latter bias indexability, as it draws on Blackwell's [1] bias optimality criterion for MDPs. See, e.g., Lewis and Puterman [8] 's survey. We introduced in Niño-Mora [14] the concept of bias-average indexability, based on the namesake mixed criterion. As pointed out in Haviv and Puterman [4] , "most, if not all, examples in the literature which justify the use of the bias optimality criterion for distinguishing policies are abstract, with no particular context involved." The results in this paper thus provide further evidence of the applicability of the bias optimality criterion. The opposite state ordering induced by the MPI on losssensitive and delay-sensitive classes furnishes new structural insights. The fact that the MPI of a loss-sensitive class increases as the buffer gets closer to being full means that, for such classes, reactive work is more productive than preventive work. In contrast, the opposite holds for delay-sensitive classes. The intuition behind the latter result is that, due to the finite buffer space, delay costs are bounded, and hence the marginal value of work to reduce them decreases as the buffer fills up. It is further of interest to understand how such an induced state ordering depends on the discount rate α. Consider a class having both positive delay and rejection costs. Then, for α large enough, corresponding to a short-term viewpoint, the class is α-discount loss-sensitive, and hence reactive work is more productive than preventive work. Yet, for α small enough, corresponding to a long-term viewpoint, the class is α-discount delay-sensitive, and hence preventive work becomes more productive. Such results support and refine the intuition that minimizing delay costs and minimizing loss costs are conflicting goals, requiring fundamentally different policies.
Such insights complement those put forth in Kim and Van Oyen [7, pp. 20-22] . In their discussion of why the cμ rule need not be optimal in the finite-buffer pure delay-sensitive case, they state that the boundary effects cause that "for states where one queue is significantly larger than the other, there is an incentive to work in the shorter queue. As the states get farther away from these boundaries, the optimal policy becomes the cμ rule." We see that the MPI policy is only partly consistent with such a claim. Thus, while the MPI expression in (6) does capture the incentive to work in shorter queues, in the case ρ k < 1 its dynamic part vanishes at the boundary n k as this gets larger. Hence, it is closer to the boundary that the MPI policy approaches a static rule -which is not in general the cμ rule.
The dependence on the MPI on the nominal load ρ k λ k /μ k yields further insights. Thus, the MPI ν * k (i k ) of a delaysensitive class decreases with ρ k as this gets larger, vanishing as the load grows to infinity. Thus, e.g., in a multiclass delaysensitive system where only one class has a heavy-traffic regime with ρ k ≥ 1 large enough, ceteris paribus, the bias MPI policy prescribes to give lowest priority to that class, contrary to conventional wisdom drawn from infinite-buffer systems -which would award that class highest priority. In contrast, the tie-breaking index γ * k (i k ) for a loss-sensitive class decreases with ρ k as this gets larger, vanishing as ρ k grows to infinity. Thus, e.g., in a multiclass loss-sensitive system where only one class is in heavy-traffic, ceteris paribus, the second-order MPI policy assigns highest priority to that class.
We further obtain insightful relations between the MPI of a delay-sensitive class and the cμ rule's index c k μ k . Thus, as the buffer size n k grows, the MPI ν α, * k (i k ) converges to c k μ k /α. Also, in the pure delay-sensitive case, the limiting myopic index obtained from αν α, * k (i k ) as α grows larger is indeed c k μ k . Finally, in a multiclass queue, the MPI policy gets closer to the cμ rule as buffer sizes get larger in fixed proportion to arrival rates.
We investigate experimentally the relative performance of the MPI policies, both compared to the optimal performance, and to conventional benchmark policies: the cμ rule and the FES rule. The computational study, focused on two-class instances, aims at shedding light on how the MPI policy's relative performance depends on each parameter. Parameter ranges are thus identified where the MPI policy is near optimal, and substantially outperforms the benchmark policies. The study further identifies a case where the MPI policy appears to perform poorly: in the pure loss-sensitive case under the average criterion, where it is based on the static index r k μ k as discussed above.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the author's work-cost analysis approach to restless bandit indices, in a simplified form tailored to the model at hand. It further introduces the new concepts of bias MPI and bias PCL-indexability. Sections 3 and 4 deploy such a workcost analysis in a loss-sensitive class and a delay-sensitive class, respectively. Finally, Section 5 reports the results of the computational study. Two appendices contain the details of the PCL-indexability analyses corresponding to Sections 3 and 4.
Work-cost analysis for restless bandits
We briefly review in this section the key concepts and results of the work-cost analysis approach to restless bandit indices developed in Niño-Mora [10, 12, 14] , in a simplified form adapted to the model of concern. We further extend such a theory, motivated by phenomena observed in the model's analyses.
Consider a single restless bandit project, modelled as a continuous-time MDP whose state X (t) evolves across the finite state space N {m 0 , . . . , m n }. The state ordering m 0 , . . . , m n will play a significant role in the sequel. The state space is partitioned into the set N {0,1} {m 1 , . . . , m n } of controllable states, where both the active (a(t) = 1: work) and the passive (a(t) = 0: rest) actions are available; and the uncontrollable state singleton N {0} {m 0 }, where only the passive action is available. Running costs are incurred continuously over time, at the rate of h a ( j) per unit time while the project occupies state j and action a prevails. Actions are prescribed by a policy π , drawn from the class of admissible policies, which are history-dependent randomized, and allow preemptions.
Discounted MPI
Suppose that costs are continuously discounted over time at the exponential rate α > 0. To evaluate the value of running costs incurred under a policy π ∈ , when starting at state i, we use the discounted running-cost measure
where
denotes the corresponding conditional expectation. We further evaluate the amount of work expended, by the discounted work measure
Imagine that work is carried out by an operator, who is paid a wage ν per unit work performed. We will address the discounted ν-wage problem
which is to find an admissible policy that minimizes the discounted value of running and labor costs. We will postulate (and then establish) that optimal policies are of threshold type relative to the ordering m 1 , . . . , m n , meaning that they activate the operator in states lying "above" a threshold state, and let him rest otherwise. We represent the stationary deterministic policy with threshold state m k by its active-state set
and refer to it as the S(m k )-active policy. The corresponding nested active-state set family is
We will henceforth refer to such policies as F-policies, writing, e.g.,
We next define a key property based on the structure of optimal policies for (7) as the prevailing wage ν varies.
Definition 2.1 (Discount F-indexability; MPI)
. We say that the project is α-discount F-indexable if there exists an index ν α, * : N {0,1} → R that is nondecreasing along the given state ordering, i.e.,
When it exists, the MPI gives an intuitive rule to solve (7): it is optimal to work on the project in state j iff the latter's MPI value is larger than or equal to the wage, i.e., iff ν α, * ( j) ≥ ν. This suggests, drawing on the economic theory of optimal resource allocation, that ν α, * ( j) must measure the marginal productivity of work in state j. Such is indeed the case, as established in Niño-Mora [14] , where it is further proven that F-indexable projects are precisely those that obey the economic law of diminishing marginal returns (to work) consistently with F-policies.
PCL-indexability conditions
To establish indexability and calculate the MPI, we will deploy the sufficient indexability conditions in Niño-Mora [10, 12, 14] , based on satisfaction by performance measures of partial conservation laws (PCLs). We will not discuss here the PCL framework: it will suffice to formulate the relevant PCL-indexability conditions.
We assume that the original continuous-time MDP has been reformulated as a discrete-time MDP via uniformization, so that actions are taken at decision epochs given by a Poisson process with a valid uniformization rate . Given an action a ∈ {0, 1} and an active-state set S ∈ F, denote by a, S the policy that takes action a in the initial period (between decision epochs), and adopts the S-active policy thereafter. For every controllable state i ∈ N {0,1} and set S ∈ F, define the discounted (i, S)-marginal workload by
i.e., w α,S (i) measures the marginal rate of increase in work expended which results from working instead of resting in the initial period, starting at i, given that the S-active policy is adopted thereafter.
We analogously define the discounted (i, S)-marginal cost by
i.e., c α,S (i) measures the corresponding marginal rate of decrease in cost incurred. Notice that the inclusion of factor (α + ) in (9) and (10) makes w α,S (i) and c α,S (i) independent of the choice of uniformization rate .
Define now the discounted (i, S)-marginal productivity rate by
provided that the denominator does not vanish.
where the validity of the second identity in (12) is proven in Niño-Mora [12, 14] . We next use the above to define a tractable class of restless bandit projects.
Definition 2.2 (Discount PCL(F)-indexability). We say the project is α-discount PCL(F)-indexable if it satisfies:
(i) Positive marginal workloads:
We next state the key result that will be used to establish indexability.
Theorem 2.3. Discount PCL(F)-indexability implies discount F-indexability, with MPI ν α, * (·).
In some models, as will be illustrated in Section 3, we have found that marginal workloads w α,S(m l ) (m k ) are wedgeshaped as l varies, attaining the minimum value at l = k − 1 or l = k, i.e.,
Such a property implies the following insightful characterization of the MPI, which represents it as an optimal marginal productivity rate relative to F-policies. See Niño-Mora [14] .
Theorem 2.4. If the project is α-discount PCL(F)-indexable and (13) holds, then
max i∈S∈F ν α,S (i) = ν α, * (i) = min i / ∈S∈F ν α,S (i), i ∈ N {0,1} .
Average and second-order MPI
Under the average criterion, we define cost and work measures by
One can then readily extend Definition 2.1 to define the concepts of average F-indexability and average MPI ν * (·), based on the structure of optimal policies for the average ν-wage problem
Definition 2.5 (Average F-indexability; MPI). We say that the project is average F-indexable if there exists an index ν * : N {0,1} → R, termed the average MPI, which is nondecreasing along the state ordering, i.e.,
The above PCL-indexability conditions readily extend to the average criterion. Under the latter, we use the average (i, S)-marginal workload, average (i, S)-marginal cost and average (i, S)-marginal productivity rate, defined for
and
respectively. We further define index ν
We have indicated above the relations between undiscounted and discounted terms as the discount rate vanishes. We can thus readily extend Definition 2.2 to define the concept of average PCL(F)-indexable projects, and give the average-criterion counterparts of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
Definition 2.6 (Average PCL(F)-indexability). We say that the project is average PCL(F)-indexable if it satisfies:
Theorem 2.7. Average PCL(F)-indexability implies average F-indexability, with MPI ν * (·).
In some models, the average MPI is constant across states, i.e., ν
. This raises the issue of how to break ties when using an MPI-based scheduling policy in a multi-project setting. We propose to resolve it by considering the second-order MacLaurin series expansion of the discounted MPI as the discount rate vanishes,
and then defining the second-order MPI by
Notice that the latter is monotone nonincreasing along the state ordering, i.e.
In fact, one can always define such a tie-breaker secondorder MPI, though it appears to be more valuable when the first-order MPI is constant.
Bias MPI
It is well known in MDP theory that the average-optimality criterion can be underselective, in that there may be multiple average-optimal policies. Since this can lead to nonexistence of the average MPI, we introduce in this paper the concepts of bias F-indexability and bias MPI, based on Blackwell's [1] more sensitive bias-optimality criterion, which is surveyed in Lewis and Puterman [8] . We introduced in Niño-Mora [14] the concepts of average-bias F-indexability and averagebias MPI, based on mixing an average cost measure with a bias work measure. Assume now that the project is α-discount F-indexable for α close enough to 0.
Definition 2.8 (Bias F-indexability).
We say that the project is bias F-indexable if there exists an index ν * : N {0,1} → R, termed the bias MPI, which is nondecreasing along the state ordering, i.e.
such that, for 0
We will use the following definition of bias optimality, drawing on its relation with 0-discount optimality (cf. Puterman [15, Theorem 10.1.6(b)]): We say that the S-active policy is bias-optimal for ν-wage problem (14) if, for any stationary average-optimal policy π and initial state i,
Work-cost analysis: Loss-sensitive classes
This section addresses the work-cost analysis for the restless bandit model corresponding to a loss-sensitive class in isolation, i.e., an M/M/1/n queue with arrival and service rates λ and μ subject to service control, having delay and rejection cost rates c ≥ 0 and r > 0 that satisfy αr ≥ c. We also write ρ λ/μ. We will focus here on the major results, leaving the bulk of the technical analysis to Appendix A. We will define the state to be the number of empty buffer spaces X (t) n − L(t). We will use the state ordering
{n}, so that the active-state sets in F are S(0) ∅ and
Thus, F-policies activate the server when the number of empty buffer spaces is small enough.
Discounted criterion
Since it must be established that marginal workloads are positive, we start by calculating them, via the recursion in Table 1 . and S ∈ F, are calculated as shown in Table 1 .
Proof:
The result follows directly from Lemmas A.3, A.5 and A.6.
We next give the key properties of marginal workloads. We next set out to establish PCL(F)-indexability and to calculate the discounted MPI. The following 
, (12)), and further shows that it does not depend on the buffer size n.
Proposition 3.3.
(a) Index ν α, * (i) is calculated by the recursion
does not depend on the buffer size n.
Proof:
(a) We have, by (33) and (39) in Appendix A, that
Further, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, using Lemma A.6 and Lemma A.14 we obtain that
(b) The result follows from part (a) and by noting that pivot marginal workloads w α,S(i) (i − 1) do not depend on the buffer size either. This completes the proof.
We will find it useful to reformulate the second identity in (20) as
Proposition 3.4. The following inequalities hold (strictly iff αr > c):
(a) We argue by upward induction on i. The case i = 0 is easily seen to be equivalent to the assumed condition αr ≥ c. Suppose now the inequality holds for some 0 ≤ We can now give the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.5.
(a) An α-discount loss-sensitive class is α-discount PCL(F)-indexable with MPI ν α, * (i), which satisfies that
iff it is pure loss-sensitive.
(a) The result follows from Propositions 3. It is of interest to elucidate the complexity of computing the discounted MPI. The following result shows that it can be efficiently computed in linear time on the buffer size, using the number of multiplications -where we also include divisions -as a complexity measure. 
The operation count results from the following organization of calculations. First, one recursively computes scaled termsq
which is accomplished in n + O(1) multiplications. One then recursively computes scaled pivot marginal work-
Average criterion
We next extend the above analysis to the average criterion (cf. Section 2.2), to obtain index policies for problem (3) . In light of Theorem 3.5(b), we restrict attention below to the pure loss-sensitive case r > 0 = c.
It is readily seen that a pure loss-sensitive class is PCL(F)-indexable relative to the average criterion. One thus obtains, through a vanishing discount approach, averagecriterion counterparts to the results in Section 3.1. The resulting average MPI turns out to be constant, being given by
To obtain a more informative, tie-breaking index, we proceed as in Section 2.2 to introduce the second-order MPI, based on the MacLaurin series expansion of the discounted MPI:
We thus define the second-order MPI by
To calculate the second-order MPI, we will use the pivot average marginal workloads
which are computed by setting α = 0 in Table 1 's recursions.
Proposition 3.8.
(a) The second-order MPI is calculated by the following recursion: γ * (0) = r/ρ, and
The solution to such a recursion is: for 0 ≤ i < n − 1, Notice that such a second-order MPI is increasing in the number of empty buffer spaces:
4 Work-cost analysis: Delay-sensitive classes
This section addresses the work-cost analysis for a delaysensitive class in isolation, i.e., an M/M/1/n queue as above, with cost parameters satisfying the condition c ≥ αr . As before, we focus here on the main results, leaving most of the technical analysis to Appendix B. We now define the state to be the number of jobs in system X (t) L(t). We will use the state ordering m 0 0, and m i n − i + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that N {0, n, . . . , 1}, N S(0) {n, . . . , 1}, S(1) ∅, and
Thus, F-policies prescribe the server to work when the number of jobs in system is small enough.
For notational convenience we will write henceforth S(0) as S(n + 1).
Discounted criterion
We start by calculating marginal workloads, by the recursion in Table 3 . Table 4 further clarifies the flow of calculations and shows inequality relations, as in the previous section. Notice that the inequalities in Table 4 show that, unlike for a loss-sensitive class, marginal workloads for a delaysensitive class do not satisfy wedge-shape property (13). 
We next set out to establish PCL(F)-indexability, and to calculate the discounted MPI. We start by constructing index
S(i) (i)/w α,S(i) (i). See (12).

Proposition 4.3. Index ν α, * (i) is calculated by the following recursion:
Proof: We have, using w α,S(1) (1) = 1 and (50),
Further, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, using Lemmas B.6 and B.12, we obtain
as required. This completes the proof.
Proposition 4.4. The following inequalities hold (strictly iff c > αr):
(a) ν α, * (i − 1) ≥ c α,S(i−1) (i), 2 ≤ i ≤ n. (b) ν α, * (1) ≥ ν α, * (2) ≥ · · · ≥ ν α, * (n).
Proof:
We argue by upward induction on i. The case i = 2 follows from
where we have used the stated reformulation of (25), the induction hypothesis and the fact that c α,S(i−1) (i) is nondecreasing in i, which follows immediately from (52). This completes the induction.
(b) This part follows directly from part (a) and Proposition 4.3.
In both parts it is readily seen that the inequalities are strict iff c > αr .
We can now give the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.5. (a) An α-discount delay-sensitive class is PCL(F)-indexable, with MPI ν α, * (i). (b) The class is α-discount PCL(F)-indexable for any α > 0
iff it is pure delay-sensitive.
Proof: (a) This part follows from Proposition 4.2(a) and 4.4(b). (b) This part follows immediately from the above.
It is insightful to consider the limiting MPI ν α, * (i) as the buffer size n grows to infinity. In the pure delay-sensitive case, it is also of interest to consider the myopic index defined by
The following result gives simple expressions for both limiting indices, which show corresponding insightful asymptotic relations with the cμ rule's index. Proof: Both parts follow by taking corresponding limits in Proposition 4.3's identity (25), using (52).
As before, we next elucidate the complexity of computing the discounted MPI. 
Proof:
The stated operation count results from the following organization of required calculations. First, one recursively computes scaled termsq 
which is accomplished in n + O(1) multiplications. One then recursively computes pivot marginal workloads w α,S(i) (i) by
w α,S(2) (2) = 1 + μ(α + λ)/{(α + λ) 2 + αμ} and w α,S(i) (i) = 1 +q α (i) − 1/ρ (ρ + α/μ)q α (i) − 1 w α,S(i−1) (i − 1), 3 ≤ i ≤ n,
Bias criterion
In order to design appropriate indices for delay-sensitive classes in average-criterion scheduling problem (3), we draw on the above analysis via a vanishing discount approach to define the index
We will show that ν * (i) is indeed an MPI, relative to the bias criterion introduced in Section 2.3. To calculate ν * (i) we will draw on recursion (25) in Proposition 4.3, letting discount rate α vanish. We will thus need to calculate the undiscounted pivot marginal workloads
along with the undiscounted auxiliary marginal costs
The following result gives closed-form expressions for the w S(i) (i)'s. 
The solution to such a recursion is: for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Proof:
(a) The identity w S(1) (1) = 1 is trivial. Further, letting q(i) lim α 0 q α (i), we obtain from the first identity in Lemma B.6 that
as required. (b) This part follows immediately from part (a).
We next calculate the required undiscounted auxiliary marginal costs.
Lemma 4.9.
c
Proof: We take limits in (52), using L'Hôpital's rule, to obtain
We are now ready to calculate index ν * (i).
Proposition 4.10.
(a) Index ν * (i) is calculated by the following recursion:
Proof:
(a) We have, taking the limit α 0 in the first identity in (25),
Further, the stated recursion follows immediately from its counterpart in (25). (b) The result is readily verified by induction.
Having calculated index ν * (i), we next argue that it is indeed an MPI, though not relative to the conventional average criterion in Section 2.2, but to the bias criterion in Section 2.3. To motivate the approach and gain insight, let us start by understanding how the discounted work-cost achievable performance region (cf. Niño-Mora [14] ) changes as the discount rate vanishes. Figure 1 displays such a region (appropriately scaled) for the instance with n = 10, λ = 0.9, μ = 1, r = 4 and c = 5, under the discount rate values α ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. The figure shows that, as α approaches 0, the achievable performance region of α-scaled discounted work-cost pairs (αg α,π , α f α,π )-spanned under all admissible policies π ∈ -, collapses into a limiting line segment. The latter is precisely the average work-cost achievable performance region, spanned by average workcost pairs (g π , f π ). The segment's right end-point is achieved by the S(n + 1)-active policy (work whenever there are jobs in the queue), whereas its left end-point is achieved, not only by the S(i)-active policy, for i = 1, . . . , n, but by any policy that idles the server when the buffer is full. Notice that any Hence, the corresponding project is not average Findexable, i.e., the average MPI does not exist (cf. Definition 2.5). In light of the insight furnished by Fig. 1 , it is clear that the average ν-wage problem (14) is solved by the S(n + 1)-active policy iff ν ≤ ν * (n), whereas it is solved by any policy that idles the server in state n iff ν ≥ ν * (n). While such a situation does not fit into previous theory, we will show that the new concepts of bias F-indexability and bias MPI introduced in Section 2.3 furnish an appropriate framework to handle it.
Theorem 4.11. A delay-sensitive class is bias F-indexable,
with bias MPI ν * (i).
Since our proof of Theorem 4.11 is based on new techniques, which draw on our PCL-indexability theory, we next outline the proof's main ingredients before presenting it. The key result will be the Workload Reformulation Lemma in Niño-Mora [14, Lemma 4.8] . This reformulates the difference between the discounted ν-wage problem (7)'s objective
under an arbitrary policy π ∈ and under a given Fpolicy, as a weighted sum of workload terms. To reduce notational clutter, we omit here the initial state from the notation.
To state and deploy the result, we must introduce additional notation, as follows. For a policy π ∈ , action a ∈ {0, 1} and state j ∈ N , we define x α,a,π ( j) as the discounted state-action occupancy measure, i.e., the expected total discounted time that action a is taken in state j under policy π . We further define, for an active-state set S ∈ F, the aggregate marginal work measures
We next state the Workload Reformulation Lemma, as it applies to the present setting.
Lemma 4.12. For any state 2 ≤ i ≤ n, policy π ∈ and wage ν ∈ R, the discounted ν-wage problem's objective can be reformulated as
We will further use the fact that the undiscounted marginal workloads
are well defined and positive. This follows immediately by setting α = 0 in Table 3 's recursion. Another key ingredient of the proof is the intuitive result that, under any admissible policy π that idles the server in state n, the following limiting occupancy measures are finite:
Such a result is an immediate consequence of the fact that, under any such a policy, state n is absorbing. It follows readily from the above that, under any policy π that idles the server in state n, the following limiting aggregate marginal workloads are finite:
We next draw on the above to present a vanishing-discount counterpart to Lemma 4.12.
Lemma 4.13. For any state 2 ≤ i ≤ n, wage ν ∈ R and policy π ∈ that idles the server in state n:
Proof:
We use Lemma 4.12, (26), and (27)-(29) to write, for any such a policy π,
as required.
We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 4.11. See Definition 2.8 and (19).
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Let 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and suppose that
. Let π be a stationary policy that idles the server in state n. Then, we use Lemma 4.13 to obtain that
since every term in the right-hand side of (30) is nonnegative. It thus follows that the S(i)-active policy is bias-optimal for the ν-wage problem.
Conversely, suppose that the S(i)-active policy is biasoptimal for the ν-wage problem. Then, taking π = S(i + 1) in Lemma 4.13, we obtain that
Since w S(i) (i)x 1,S(i+1) (i) > 0, it must be ν ≥ ν * (i). Further, taking π = S(i − 1) in Lemma 4.13, we obtain that 
Consider now a stable multiclass queue with infinite buffers, for which it is well known that the optimal scheduling policy is the cμ rule. Now, if we approximate such a system with a finite-buffer model with long buffers, Proposition 4.14(a) implies that the MPI policy for the latter system will be approximated by a static index policy. We may then ask, Under what conditions will such a policy correspond to the cμ rule? The approximation given in Proposition 4.14(a) readily implies that the required condition is that i.e., that buffer sizes grow in fixed proportion to arrival rates.
Structure of optimal, MPI and cμ policies: an example
When using the MPI-based policy for scheduling a twoclass delay-sensitive queue, such a policy is characterized by a monotone decreasing switching curve on the twodimensional state space. Namely, if the MPI policy prescribes to serve class 1 in state (i 1 , i 2 ), with i 1 ≥ 2, then so it does in state (i 1 − 1, i 2 ), and correspondingly for class 2. While one might be tempted to conjecture that optimal policies exhibit such an structure, it is easy to find counterexamples showing that such is not the case, as illustrated in Kim and Van Oyen [7] . Yet, observation of a number of cases seems to suggest that the MPI policy's structure is often close to that of the optimal policy. We illustrate here such a phenomenon by investigating the instance with (n 1 , n 2 ) = 10, (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (1, 0.4), (μ 1 , μ 2 ) = (2, 1), (c 1 , c 2 ) = (1.1, 2), and (r 1 , r 2 ) = (0, 0), as the discount rate α varies. Figures 2-6 display the structures of the optimal, MPI and cμ policies, for the stated discount rate values, where a circle means that class 1 is served, and a star means that class 2 is served. The figures show that the MPI policy is indeed characterized by a monotone switching curve, which is, however, not always the case for the optimal policy. Yet, the structures of both policies are remarkably close throughout, being the same for large and small enough values of α. The cμ rule, in contrast, increasingly deviates from the optimal policy as the discount rate vanishes. For α = 0, the optimal policy, which is captured by the MPI, is a static index policy, but based on the opposite ordering as that induced by the cμ rule. Figure 7 further shows that such structural relations do translate into performance relations: the MPI policy is nearoptimal throughtout, while the cμ rule's performance deteriorates substantially for small values of α.
Computational study
This section reports the results of a computational study aimed at assessing how the relative performance of the MPI policy-both against the optimal performance and against conventional benchmark policies: the cμ rule and the FES rule -depends on model parameters. We restricted attention to two-class instances, which allows us to visualize the results by two-dimensional plots.
The experiments were implemented in a MATLAB testbed developed by the author, and were performed using MAT-LAB 2006a on an HP xw9300 2.8 GHz AMD Opteron workstation with 4 GB of memory, running on Windows xp. For each instance, the optimal policy was evaluated by solving the LP formulation of the DP equations using the CPLEX LP solver, interfaced with MATLAB via TOMLAB.
The MPI and benchmark policies were evaluated by solving with MATLAB the corresponding linear evaluation equations. In the experiments that investigated the dependence of relative performance on buffer sizes, which required the solution of a large number of large-scale LPs, we implemented the LP formulation in the XPRESS-Mosel language, and solved it using the XPRESS LP solver on Windows xp x64.
For We designed the experiments around three base symmetric two-class instances, corresponding respectively to the pure delay-sensitive, pure loss-sensitive and mixed cases.
Case 1: pure delay-sensitive classes
For the pure delay-sensitive case we used the base instance with parameter values (n 1 , n 2 ) = (10, 10), (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0.45, 0.45), (μ 1 , μ 2 ) = (1, 1), (c 1 , c 2 ) = (1, 1), (r 1 , r 2 ) = (0, 0) and α = 0. As benchmark policy we used the cμ rule. Figures 8-12 show, respectively, the results of varying the discount rate, arrival rates, service rates, cost rates and buffer sizes over the ranges shown in the corresponding plots. Figure 8 only shows the relative performance of the MPI policy against the cμ rule, as the former is optimal throughtout the entire range.
The plots show that the MPI policy is either optimal or near-optimal over the entire range of parameter combinations investigated, with its relative suboptimality gap remaining below 1%. Further, the MPI policy consistently outperforms the cμ rule as the base instance is modified by varying either the discount rate, arrival rates or buffer sizes. In the last two cases, the MPI policy achieves substantial performance gains over the cμ rule as the corresponding parameters become more asymmetrical: the relative gains reach over 8% as arrival rates vary, and over 45% as buffer sizes vary.
Yet, Figs. 10 and 11 show, respectively, that neither the MPI policy nor the cμ rule consistently dominates as either service rates or cost rates vary.
The results thus show that the MPI policy attains larger gains agains the cμ rule by varying those parameters that are not taken into account by the latter.
Case 2: pure loss-sensitive classes
To investigate the pure loss-sensitive case we used the base instance with parameter values (n 1 , n 2 ) = (10, 10), (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0.45, 0.45), (μ 1 , μ 2 ) = (1, 1), (c 1 , c 2 ) = (0, 0), (r 1 , r 2 ) = (1, 1) and α = 0. As benchmark policy we used the FES rule. Figures 13-15 show, respectively, the results of varying the arrival rates, service rates and rejection rates over the ranges shown in the corresponding plots. Figure 13 shows that, as arrival rates vary, the MPI policy remains near optimal, and moderately outperforms the FES rule over the entire parameter range. The gains get larger as arrival rates become more asymmetrical, reaching peaks of over 4%. Figures 14 and 15 show the relative performance of the MPI policy as service rates and rejection rates vary, respectively. Recall that, since α = 0, the MPI policy now reduces to the static index rule based on index ν * k ≡ r k μ k , or r μ rule, wherever r 1 μ 1 = r 2 μ 2 . The figures show that such an r μ rule's performance is extremely poor, exhibiting overly large relative suboptimality gaps. Further, the FES rule substantially outperforms the r μ rule, more strongly so as service rates get larger. Yet comparison with the FES rule as rejection costs vary gives mixed results: the r μ rule outperforms the FES rule as rejection rates become more asymmetrical, while it is the FES rule that strongly dominates otherwise. Notice further that, over the main diagonals of parameter values for which μ 1 = μ 2 and r 1 = r 2 , ties are broken through the second-order MPI. In such cases, as mentioned before, the MPI policy reduces to the FES rule, which is then optimal.
To investigate the relative performance of the MPI policy as the discount rate or the buffer sizes vary, we must modify the base instance-as in symmetric cases the MPI policy reduces to the optimal FES rule. We thus consider the asymmetric base instance obtained by setting the arrival rates to (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0.55, 0.30), while other parameters are left as before. Figure 16 shows that the MPI policy is near optimal as α varies over [0, 2] . The MPI policy outperforms the FES rule throughtout, with the gains becoming stronger, up to a peak of over 9%, as the discount rate vanishes. Figure 17 shows the relative performance of the MPI policy as buffer sizes vary. The MPI policy is near optimal throughout, and consistently outperforms the FES rule. The relative performance gains tend to grow as buffer sizes increase, reaching peak values of over 10%.
Case 3: mixed classes
To investigate the mixed case, we used the base instance with parameter values (n 1 , n 2 ) = (10, 10), (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0.45, 0.45), (μ 1 , μ 2 ) = (1, 1), (c 1 , c 2 ) = (1, 1), (r 1 , r 2 ) = (4, 4) and α = 0.005. As benchmark policy we used both the cμ and the FES rules. Figures 18-28 show, respectively, the results of varying the discount rate, arrival rates, service rates, rejection and holding cost rates, and buffer sizes over the ranges shown in the corresponding plots. In this case, the MPI policy is near optimal throughout the entire parameter range investigated, and is never outperformed by the benchmark policies. As shown in the plots, the MPI policy can attain substantial perfor- This appendix lays the groundwork on which the results of Section 3 are based. We use uniformization to obtain an equivalent discrete-time MDP, where the state is sampled at epochs of a Poisson process with rate ≥ λ + μ. The uniformized MDP's state transition probability matrix P a = ( p a i j )-where the state is the number of empty buffer spaces -under action a ∈ {0, 1} is given by
A.1 Marginal workloads: calculation and properties
We address here the calculation and analysis of marginal workloads for a loss-sensitive class.
Proof: The result follows immediately from identity (32) and Lemma A.2.
We next draw on the above to calculate and analyze marginal workloads. We will develop a recursion to solve the Poisson equations in Lemma A.3 for every active-state set S( j). Notice that the case j = 0 is trivial, since S(0) = ∅, and hence w α,S(0) (i) ≡ 1. For other cases, calculations will proceed by upward recursion on j. We start by solving the system for j = 1, whence the first equation gives pivot term
From the remaining equations, we calculate recursively
Similarly, if for a given 1 ≤ j ≤ n pivot term w α,S( j) ( j − 1) were available, from the remaining equations for S( j) we could recursively calculate remaining terms w α,S( j) (i). Therefore, if we could represent pivot w α,S( j+1) ( j) in terms of previous pivot w α,S( j) ( j − 1), for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, such relations would furnish the backbone of a recursion to calculate all marginal workloads w α,S( j) (i). We next set out to relate successive pivots. We will use the following vectors (where x T denotes the transpose of a vector x, 1 denotes a vector of ones, and e k denotes the kth unit coordinate vector of the appropriate dimension): for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let
and, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, let
Let us further introduce, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the bidiagonal j × j matrix 
To proceed, we introduce coefficients q
where I denotes the identity matrix of the appropriate dimension. The next result shows that such coefficients are well defined, and establishes properties which we will use below.
Lemma A.5. Terms q α ( j) are well defined, and satisfy the following properties:
(b) They can be computed by upward recursion, setting q α (0) = 1 and
Proof:
(a) The row sums of matrix B j are less than unity, and hence so is its spectral radius. Therefore, det I − B j > 0 and the q α ( j)'s are well defined and positive. (b) The recursion follows from definition of q α ( j) and the linear algebra identities
(c) Parts (a) and (b) give that q α ( j) < 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. We next argue that
by upward induction on j. The case j = 0 is trivial. Suppose that the result holds for some 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2.
Then, part (b) and the induction hypothesis yield
Therefore, (35) holds for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. This completes the proof.
We are now ready to relate successive pivots.
Lemma A.6.
Proof: Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. By Lemma A.4 and the definitions of b j , b j , we have 
We next substitute for w α,S( j+1) ( j − 1) in (37) using Lemma A.3's identity w α,S( j+1) ( j) = α α + λ + μ + λ α + λ + μ w α,S( j+1) ( j − 1), and further substitute for q α ( j − 1) in terms of q α ( j) using Lemma A. 5(b) , to obtain, after straightforward algebra, the stated identity.
We next use the above to establish required properties of marginal workloads. Table 2 in Section 3 illustrates the inequalities presented in the following result. 
(a) This part follows by upward induction on j, using (33) and Lemma A.6. (b) Take 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Since the spectral radius of matrix B j is less than unity (cf. Lemma A.5's proof), it follows that matrix (I − B j ) −1 is positive componentwise, which in turn implies that (I − B j ) −1 e j > 0. Combining such a result with part (a) and identity (36), we obtain that w j − w j > 0, i.e., In light of the latter identities, to prove the required result it suffices to establish that 
A.1.2 Average criterion
The required results for the average criterion are obtained by letting α vanish in corresponding results under the discounted criterion above. We will use the limiting coefficients
Lemma A.8. 
The following result is equivalent to Lemma A.5. 
, 3 ≤ j ≤ n + 1.
(c) α + μ α + λ + μ < q α ( j) < 1, 3 ≤ j ≤ n + 1.
Lemma B.6. 
Now, from (47), (48) and Lemma B.5(b) we obtain w α,S( j+1) ( j + 1)
